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DECORATING

A designer renovates 
her parents’ laundry 
room and outfits it in 
chic yet casual fashion.THRILL TEXT MARY LEVITSKI
PHOTOGRAPHY JANIS NICOLAY
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the case with a well-considered 
outfit, it’s the details that often 
determine a space’s aesthetic. 

This laundry room Karla Dreyer designed in her parents’ 
Surrey, B.C., home is no exception. Akin to a tailored 
white shirt, the walls (some painted, some tiled), Shaker-
style cabinetry and quartz countertop are crisp and 
clean-lined, while black accents like the roller window 
shade and distressed-look floor tiles call to mind sharp 
dark slacks. Yet the room is far from formal or fussy. 
Instead, it flaunts an easygoing flirty air. Using artisanal-
feel textiles and accessories, such as a multi-coloured 
shag runner and shibori-dyed toss cushions, Karla built 
up this look from sensible to sensational. Here’s how. 

AS IS 1. Leuk Warm
Like a bathroom or kitchen, a 
laundry room can feel sterile,  
says designer Karla Dreyer. That’s 
why she chose to incorporate a 
butcher block counter atop the 
washer and dryer in addition to 
the white quartz on the sink  
wall. The wooden surface brings 
warmth, augmented by greenery, 
wicker baskets and botanical art-
work. “The look is fresh and clean 
but also cozy,” she says.

2. High Contrast
“Contrast makes a room interest-
ing,” says Karla, who elevated the 
space with the yin-yang appeal of 
black and white. But the play of 
opposites extends beyond tone 
to texture. Take the tile work, for 
instance. The dark floor has a 
matte barnboard-like finish; the 
pale subway wall tiles bear a sub-
tle sheen. “The floor is grainy, 
while the wall is brilliant,” says 
Karla. “They work well together.”    
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Contrast 
MAKES A ROOM 

interesting."

3. Glow Up
Pre-reno, upper and lower 
cabinets wrapped around  
the room in a U shape. “I 
couldn’t reach the top cup-
boards, and they were full of 
junk,” says homeowner Janice 
Dreyer, who was keen to cut 
back. “I wanted roominess. I 
wanted the space to appear 
open.” Karla delivered. An 
L-shaped lowers-only design 
makes the room look twice 
the size and enhances its 
natural glow (courtesy of  
the existing window). 

4. More, More, More 
“I would say less is more, but I don’t feel like I have less,” says Janice of 
eliminating the upper cabinetry. Open storage strategies like woven bas-
kets on the counters and the floating shelf are fashionable and functional. 
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BUILDING 
BLOCKS

PIECE TOGETHER A  
SIMILAR AESTHETIC 

WITH KARLA’S PICKS. 
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▲ Front-loading W 1753 
WASHER, $1,849, vented T 7634 
DRYER, $1,399, Miele, miele.ca. 

▼ Stainless steel 
Lansa PULL, 10",  
$11 per pack of 2, 
IKEA, ikea.ca.

5. Kitted Out
The laundry room sits just  

off the garage, so it’s a main 
thoroughfare into the house. 
To make comings and goings 

convenient, Karla outfitted 
the bare wall with an elegant  

white wicker bench and  
wooden hooks that resemble 
funky stud earrings. Shibori-

dyed toss cushions add light-
hearted flair. “They bring in 

colour and pattern, but 
they’re not frilly,” says Karla. 

“You can’t put fancy pillows in 
a laundry room – that would 

look kind of ridiculous!” 

I wanted ROOMINESS.  
I wanted the space  
TO APPEAR OPEN.”
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DESIGN, Karla Dreyer Design,  
karladreyerdesign.com; Simply 

White OC-117 WALL PAINT, Benja-
min Moore; CONTRACTING, cus-

tom CABINETRY, CABINETRY 
HARDWARE, quartz COUNTER-

TOP, butcher block COUNTERTOP, 
floating SHELF, Carrera Projects; 

WALL & FLOOR TILES, Creekside 
Tile; WASHER & DRYER, Miele; 
BENCH, CB2; custom ROLLER 

SHADE, Concord Interiors; RUN-
NER, Marramarket; cacti PRINT, 

TOSS & LUMBAR CUSHION, The 
Cross Decor & Design; Good Vibes 

Only and deer PRINTS, round  
BASKETS, HomeSense; pressed 

flower WALL HANGING, The 
Flower Factory; round square BAS-

KETS, Ten Thousand Villages; 
WALL HOOKS, Vancouver Special.  

▶ Medium cotton and 
linen rope Sisley BAS-
KET, $30, EQ3, eq3.com.

◀ Ceramic  
Spa TILES in 
Glossy White, 
3" x 6", $0.50 
each, Creek-
side Tile, creek-
sidetile.com.

▲ Muuto The  
Dots HOOKS in  

Ash, from $35 each, 
Vancouver Special, 

vanspecial.com.
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